
 

     MAYERLING is a March, 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library. Below you will find 

Kino Ken’s review of that Criterion dvd. 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                                                                         ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

France   1936   black-and-white   93 minutes   subtitled live action feature romantic drama 

Nero Films   Producer: Seymour Nebenzal 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

2           Direction: Anatole Litvak 

2           Editing: Henri Rust 

2           Cinematography: Jean Isnard, Armand Thirard 

1           Lighting 

1           Screenplay: Marcel Achard, Joseph Kessel, and Irma von Cube based on the novel Idyll’s End by                                                                                                                       

                                    Claude Anet 

             Musical Direction: Maurice Jaubert 

2           Music: Arthur Honegger,* Johann Strauss, Piotr Tchaikovsky 

             Songs: Hans May 

2           Production Design: Serge Piménoff* 

             Art Direction: Andrej Andrejew*, Robert Hubert* 

             Costume Design: Georges Annenkov* 

2           Sound: William Robert Sivel 

1           Acting 

2           Creativity 

17 total points 

 

Cast: Charles Boyer* (Archduke Rudolf), Danielle Darrieux (Maria Vetsera), Suzy Prim  

(Countess Larisch, cousin to Rudolf), Marthe Régnier (Baroness Vetsera), Gina Manès (Marinka),  



Yolande Laffon (Archduchess Stéphanie a.k.a. Sissi), Odette Talazac  (Maria’s nurse), Nane Germon 

(Anna Vetsera), Assia Noris (Marie’s cousin), Christiane Ribès (a daughter), Gabrielle Dorziat  

(Empress Elizabeth), Jean Dax (Emperor Franz Joseph), Jean Debucourt 

(Prime Minister a.k.a. Count Taafe), André Dubosc (Loschek, Rudolf’s valet), René Bergeron 

(Szeps, a liberal journalist), Vladimir Sokoloff (Chief of Police), Raymond Aimos (First Policeman), 

André Fouché (Georges Vetsera, Marie’s brother), André Siméon (Second Policeman), Jean Davy 

(Count Hoyos), others  

 

     Anatole Litvak’s 1936 version of an adulterous love affair involving Archduke Rudolph and Maria 

Vitsera treats their story like an updated ROMEO AND JULIET tragedy, attempting to enlist audience 

sympathy for what was in actuality an extremely tawdry relationship between bored playboy and  

social-climber ingénue. Deaths of both at the Mayerling hunting lodge in 1889 may have been political 

assassinations rather than love suicides, a possibility the film director chose to ignore. This decision 

renders his film lovely but hollow, lacking insight into political background and relying  

precariously on Danielle Darrieux’s passive beauty, the extravagant ardor of handsome Charles Boyer, 

and lavish costumes. While these maintain spectator interest, they leave a void where a better, more 

historically authentic screenplay would have provided reinforcing bedrock. 

     Rather indifferently lit, though exquisitely photographed, MAYERLING is boosted by impressive 

dramatic music by Arthur Honegger and period waltzes from Johann Strauss and Piotr Tchaikovsky. 

     The story opens with secret police tailing Archduke Rudolph, recording faithfully names of his 

friends and contacts. They are authorized to do so by the Chief of Police, himself ordered by Count 

Taafe to keep close watch on the Hapsburg Empire’s heir. Taafe’s goals are to prevent and suppress 

open rebellion against the monarchy, and to insure the Archduke has only severely limited 

communication with social liberals. Two agents entrusted with accomplishing the latter task are 

portrayed as bumbling incompetents, unlikely to have actually been the case. For Litvak, they are 

mere comic relief in an ominous atmosphere of political repression.  

     Rudolph is arrested in a dragnet of activists and demonstrators, predictably embarrassing ruling 

authorities who must release him without publicity. His persistent camaraderie with Szeps, a biting 

critic of the regime whose media articles undermine Emperor Franz Joseph’s policies, counters Taafe’s 

conservative measures to insure domestic tranquility for Austro-Hungary. Director Litvak includes a 

telling scene where police blatantly claim no such countries exist as Balkan nationalists claim for 

homelands.  

     The royal family is portrayed as exclusively preoccupied with balls, ballets, and operas, expensive 

displays affordable only for fellow aristocrats. There’s no true political discussion tolerated, the 

emperor assuming spouse and children will follow his lead, both publicly and privately. Marriages are 

determined by state exigencies, simply alliances to stabilize friendly relations with neighbors and  

unions for production of regal offspring. Rudolph is willing to accept dynastic traditions, but is most 

reluctant to part with perquisites of inherited rank. His relationship with a hand-picked medal wife is 

dutiful, not cordial. Stéphanie is suitable as bearer of his children, though unfit subject for serious 

devotion. The archduke would much rather spend his time with sycophants and carousers, aping their 

studied recklessness. 



     One day, while confessing to journalist Szeps the utter tediousness generated by single-minded 

pursuit of female flesh, he chances to spot Maria Vetsera unaccompanied, a seventeen-year-old 

maiden about to be formally launched in society with hopes she will attract a commendably wealthy 

suitor. Preferably not one already espoused. Rudolph pretends to rescue the girl from undesired 

pursuit by a middle-aged predator of his own general class and inclination, in effect pulling rank.  

     Soon Maria is enchanted by her protector. Or feigns to be. She is no complete innocent, expressing 

fear of discovery by nurse or mother. Maria is aware something about the stranger’s motives is 

suspect, inappropriate to a typical courtship. Her escort is either paranoid, deceptive, or deluded, and 

far more experienced: a dangerous partner.  

     So much the more appealing as a wooer. Having been guarded all her life from dangerous males, 

the possibility of seducing one is magnetizing, inflating her sense of power and personal charm. 

     But hours of entertainment together in the Prater eventually come to an end after Rudolph 

succeeds in tossing a ring around the neck of a bewildered swan. This serves as metaphor for his 

conquest of Maria, apparently equally dazed by his actions.  

     Darrieux’s fixed stares, revealing no emotion whatsoever, resemble Garbo’s. They promise nothing 

and everything, depending on onlooker interpretation. This tabula raza behavior continues 

throughout her performance, making Maria little more complicated than a deer transfixed by 

headlights. 

     Since the outcome of their relationship is already known to viewers, there is little attempt to build 

suspense or deepen character. Instead, the director concentrates on parent-child conflict rather than 

entwining political developments. Though historical figures, Rudolph and Maria figuratively chase 

after a phantasm of selfish delight, oblivious to demands of statecraft, religion, conscience, or legality.  

     Rudolph’s appeal to the papacy for annulment of constrictive wedding vows is rejected by the 

pontiff and by his own father. Understandably. His own happiness must not take precedence over 

faithfulness and authority. It is fitting that the two lovers meet surreptitiously amid candle-lit 

shadows of a church, for their conduct, spurning convention and morality, is intolerable in clear 

daylight. 

     Supporting players run to stereotypes, a problem that might trace back to Claude Anet’s source 

novel Idyll’s End. Loyal valet, enabler nurse, coachman confederate — all these are stock characters of 

traditional melodrama. Countess Larisch, Rudolph’s meddling amoral cousin, is more cliché than  

Individual, someone spotted innumerable times before in just such clandestine activities, a procurer 

masquerading as benefactor. 

     In the Criterion dvd version, MAYERLING’s soundtrack is expertly realized, sound effects and 

dialogue clearly presented throughout. 

     Georges Annenkov’s costumes replicate old Viennese couture with consummate skill. 

     As history lesson, this Mayerling gets a failing grade. Its real achievement rests in the skillfulness 

with which ambience, settings, and Boyer’s passionate acting combine to present a fascinating view of 

royal decadence and tunnel vision. All does not turn out well when two people blithely shut out the 

rest of the world. Love, though extremely important, is neither omnipotent nor ennobling when 

devoted to selfish ends. 

     Criterion’s Essential Art House release of MAYERLING includes a fairly brief overview essay by 

Michael Koresky notable for graceful omission of technical terminology, a quality which should prove 



endearing to the romantically disposed. Due to its adulterous central storyline, the film is only 

suitable for adult audiences, who should find it elegant and rewardingly atmospheric.  


